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OVERVIEW

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.

 INCLUDED

Our representative will be waiting for you at the airport on arrival and with you during the visits and departure.

Transfers during visits and excursions as scheduled by a private, air-conditioned coach

Accommodation for 4 nights in the 5-star hotel "Pickalbatros Royal Moderna Resort" or Similar in Sharm El-Sheikh, including Soft All-
inclusive

Accommodation for 3 nights in the 5-star hotel "Holiday Inn Maadi " or Similar in Cairo, including breakfast

A private local English-speaking tour guide will be with you during visits.

Entrance fees for all sightseeing mentioned in the program



Domestic flights from Cairo to Sharm El-Sheikh and from Sharm El-Sheikh to Cairo

Lunch in Cairo in a local restaurant as part of our program.

All taxes

 EXCLUDED

Entry visa to Egypt.

International flights.

Beverages.

Tipping.

Personal expenses.

Anything not mentioned under “Rates included”

Days: 8



Nights: 7

Destinations: Sharm Elsheikh, Cairo

HOTELS: Pickalbatros Royal Moderna Resort - Sharm El Sheikh, Holiday Inn

Price: 1,095 USD



ITINERARIES

Day 1: Arrival



Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next



day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 2: Fly to Sharm El- Sheik

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 3: Sharm El Sheik

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 4: Safari Tour

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 5: Shram El- Sheikh

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 6: Fly beck to Cairo , National Egyptian Civilization , Khan El Khalili

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 7: Memphis , Saqqara, Pyramids Tour

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Day 8: Departure

Our representative will receive you from the airport carrying a banner bearing your name. After welcoming you at the airport, he will take you
to a hotel in Cairo. The next day, you will go to Sharm El-Sheikh and enjoy the beaches of Sharm. You can do many activities. The next
day, you will go on a safari tour with our representative, and after spending two days in Sharm. Sheikh, you will continue the rest of your trip
in Cairo. Your trip will begin by visiting the Egyptian Museum and in the evening to Khan Khalili. The next day you will go to the Pyramids of
Giza and then to Memphis and Saqqara. The next day after breakfast, our representative will take you to Cairo Airport to return
to your country.



Contact Us

Phone Number: +201093077474
Email Address: bookings@tripianto.com
ADDRESS: Dyar Business Park, Unit 15, El Hadba El Wosta, El Abagaia - El Mokattam, Egypt
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